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On November 30, 2020, Seventh Circuit Judge Joel Flaum assumed senior status when he completed over four decades of rigorous public service as a prominent jurist. On that day, the Senate resumed the prolonged lame duck session, which the GOP upper chamber majority began after voters had elected Joe Biden to replace former President Donald Trump. Trump correctly refrained from nominating Flaum’s successor. Four months later, President Biden dutifully announced that he would name Candace Jackson-Akiwumi to replace Flaum. Jackson-Akiwumi is a particularly qualified, mainstream nominee. Because she comprehensively answered senators’ complex, probing questions, and the Seventh Circuit lacks any people of color, the Senate must promptly confirm her.
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The 2020 elections followed nearly four years in which Trump and the chamber majority had appointed three exceedingly conservative, talented, young Justices and fifty-four similar circuit jurists, primarily by violating the strictures and traditions which have long yielded impressive, moderate judges. For example, Trump rarely consulted senators from jurisdictions with openings, although they know more persons who could be fine jurists. He also constricted American Bar Association involvement with selection, even though Presidents after the 1950s, save George W. Bush, consistently drew on its meticulous evaluations and practical ratings.

The Senate did not closely analyze people suggested or robustly query designees in Judiciary Committee hearings. Mitch McConnell (R-KY), the GOP Leader, asserted that his 2020 refrain was “leave no vacancy behind.” These concerns portended that Trump might nominate, and senators promptly confirm, Flaum’s successor ahead of the Biden inauguration. Trump filling the preeminent jurist’s empty court seat would have been improper, principally because eighty-one million voters chose Biden to submit and confirm judicial prospects, and inadequate time remained to nominate and confirm a jurist.

On March 30, Biden announced that he would name the first picks—eleven highly capable, mainstream nominees, including Jackson-Akiwumi, who can bring diverse ethnicity, gender, ideology, and experience. Biden chose Jackson-Akiwumi then,
although the process of selection began previously.\textsuperscript{11} For instance, Richard Durbin (D-IL), the Senate Judiciary Chair, recruited Jackson-Akiwumi in December, while the chief executive interviewed her in January.\textsuperscript{12}

Jackson-Akiwumi comprises an extremely qualified, centrist prospect.\textsuperscript{13} She was a 2000 Princeton, and 2005 Yale Law, graduate, who clerked for retired Northern District of Illinois Judge David Coar and Fourth Circuit Judge Roger Gregory. She next litigated with Skadden, Arps in Chicago for three years. Jackson-Akiwumi then served with the Northern District of Illinois Federal Public Defender for over a decade, during which time she represented “400 clients accused of federal crimes at every stage of the process, from investigation to trial and pre-trial proceedings, sentencing, and appeal,” professionally conducted seven federal trials, and briefed plus argued five Seventh Circuit appeals.\textsuperscript{14} If confirmed, which experts predict, she will be merely the second Black woman on the Seventh Circuit, its lone person of color now, and the third circuit jurist around the U.S. who has dedicated most of her career to representing people accused with crimes.\textsuperscript{15}

Soon after Dick Durbin became Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee, he pledged to equitably lead and support broad, rigorous participation, but warned GOP members that the same rules would clearly apply to both parties.\textsuperscript{16} The White House swiftly
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compiled pertinent documents while officially tapping nominees in mid-April.\textsuperscript{17} The committee rapidly tendered questionnaires, and Jackson-Akiwumi speedily delivered responsive, cautious answers.\textsuperscript{18} The committee granted public notice of the April 28 hearing one week before convening and of the five marshaled nominees two days later.\textsuperscript{19}

Senate Judiciary Chair Durbin started the hearing by remarking that it was a “historic day,” because everyone mustered was a nominee of color, who represents meaningful “demographic and professional diversity.”\textsuperscript{20} Ketanji Brown Jackson, a superb D.C. Circuit nominee, and Candace Jackson-Akiwumi offered much robust, careful testimony on the first panel.\textsuperscript{21} The hearing seemed less politicized than for some of Biden’s upper-level executive nominees.\textsuperscript{22}

However, a few GOP members focused on the nominees’ defense of persons accused with crimes in apparent efforts to criticize the aspirants.\textsuperscript{23} For instance, when Chuck Grassley (R-IA), the Ranking Member, determinedly questioned Jackson-Akiwumi regarding her defense of a purported weapons trafficker, the nominee repeatedly claimed that she had an ethical duty to provide vigorous client representation.\textsuperscript{24} When directly queried whether race might affect jurists’ opinions, she cautiously answered: “I don’t believe
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race will play a role in the type of judge I would be if confirmed,” yet stated that “demographic diversity of all types” performs significant roles by enhancing “public confidence in our courts” and citizen acceptance of court decisions’ legitimacy. When GOP members requested her views on expanding the High Court’s number and on many Court determinations, she properly and respectfully declined to respond.

Upon the hearing’s conclusion, Durbin permitted senators a week to proffer questions for the record and nominees seven days to marshal replies. Candace Jackson-Akiwumi quickly produced thorough, careful answers. Durbin listed the nominees for the initial time on the May 13 notice of an Executive Business Meeting. GOP senators requested that nominee consideration be “held over” for a week, as the panel strictures clearly provide. Across this session, the committee probed and deliberated on a few issues relevant to efficacious federal court service. Once the panel discussed these ideas, the senators voted. Because Jackson-Akiwumi essentially is a highly competent, moderate nominee, who astutely responded to quite a few complicated, pertinent queries during, and following, the hearing, she certainly merited a favorable ballot. Nonetheless, one Republican member voted for the nominee. Accordingly, the Chair perceptively forwarded Jackson-Akiwumi to the floor.

Chuck Schumer (D-NY), the Majority Leader, will efficiently arrange a confirmation debate and ballot the week of June 14. When Republicans deny unanimous consent to vote on the nominee, the majority party will need to request cloture. Cloture is the
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procedure which acutely ends debate and allows the Senate to vote.\textsuperscript{34} The Senate ought to mandate cloture, as the nominee is a distinguished, centrist aspirant, who has earned a positive confirmation ballot. After cloture is achieved, the Senate must expeditiously convene a rigorous floor debate and vote.

Numerous reasons—particularly deep respect for Judge Flaum’s decades of invaluable court service, Biden’s election as the President who confirms jurists, and vaunted customs—show why Trump and the GOP Senate properly refrained from directly confirming Flaum’s replacement. Biden sagely and promptly nominated Candace Jackson-Akiwumi to be his successor. The Senate must robustly and immediately conclude processing Jackson-Akiwumi and confirm her because she will be a powerful, mainstream jurist who affords the Seventh Circuit necessary ethnic, gender, ideological, and experiential diversity.